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WHAT WE DO

Our pyrotechnic specialists are available to

deal with every aspect of an occasion, from

a corporate event to the complete logistics

of an international reggae tour.

ABOUT FIREONE

About FireoneFireOne Fireworks FX, founded in

1995, has had the honor of celebrating with the

people of Trinidad and Tobago and the Caribbean

for various cultural events and celebrations for the

past 23 years. Today FireOne remains the pioneer in

the Fireworks industry servicing Trinidad & Tobago,

the Caribbean region, and Latin America.

Corporate Division Wonders of Wizardry A pioneer in

the design and installation of special effects and

fireworks, Fireone’s ‘FX wizards’ –weave their web of

wonder at any event… indoor or outdoor, large or

small. From weddings to corporate events to the

world stage, our pyrotechnic engineers have handled

the logistics of some of the most spectacular

fireworks and special effects display ever staged in

Trinidad and Tobago and the Caribbean.

CORPORATE DIVISION

WONDERS OF WIZARDRY
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FIREWORKS

Each fireworks program is custom-designed to the unique needs of our customers,

taking into consideration budget, site availability, and type of firework, and length of the

display. Our services range

from traditional displays to more sophisticated pyro-musical productions were the latest in

technology is used to choreograph precision-timed brilliant aerial

fireworks programs to music. As the client, you provide us with the location

and a budget. Fireone will survey the location, obligation-free to find out if your idea is

possible.

REMARKS: This quotation does not include
Fire & Police fees. 

This will be invoiced after the display.
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15' FIRE FLY FLAME SYSTEM

These are very impressive special

effects that can create a simple

torch to a simulated atom bomb

blast to a 15-foot flame. The flames

are controlled by an electronic

firing system and can be adjusted

and synchronized with music to

create a pyro-musical production..

40' DRAGON FLY FLAME SYSTEM

These are very impressive special

effects that can create a simple torch

to a simulated atom bomb blast to a

40-foot flame. The flames are

controlled by an electronic firing

system and can be

adjusted and synchronized with music

to create a pyro-musical production.

 

100' DRAGON FLY FLAME

SYSTEM

These are very impressive special effects

that can create a simple torch to a

simulated atom bomb blast to a 100-foot

flame. The flames are controlled by an

electronic firing system and can be

adjusted and synchronized with music

to create a pyro musical production.

TIKI TORCHES

Our tiki torches are an economical

solution for applications requiring

a safe torch effect. We have a

variety of torches that run on

propane gas that last the whole

night through providing the right

ambiance.
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FIRE POT

These are very impressive quick busting

flame effects that can create a simple

torch to a simulated atom bomb blast.

The flames are controlled by an

electronic firing system.

PRISIM COLORED

FLAME SYSTEM

The Prisim Colored Flame system runs on

a special patented magic corona fluid

that burns in different colors. The torches

are an attractive brush steel finish with a

very clean and modern design that fits

into any event.

SAXON REVERSE

These beautiful fountain-style effects produce

a spray of bright sparks. They are available in

a variety of colors, heights, and lengths of

time. This wheel spins while spraying sparks

creating a pinwheel of fire. First clockwise for

14 seconds and then anticlockwise for 14

seconds.

MINES

These burst type effects produce short

impactful displays and come in a variety of

bright colors and crackling effects. Mines can

be timed or sequenced to any given time in a

show (1 set = 6 mines)
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WATERFALL GERBS

These beautiful fountain-style

effects produce a spray of bright

sparks. They are available in a

variety of colours, heights and

length of time..

FAN GERBS

These beautiful fountain-style

effects produce a spray of bright

sparks. They are available in a

variety of colors, heights, and

lengths of time. (1 set = 2 fans)

STRAIGHT GERBS

These beautiful fountain-style

effects produce a spray of bright

sparks. They are available in a

variety of colors, heights, and

lengths of time. (1 set = 6 gerbs)

CONCUSSION

Punctuate a moment in

performance or simulate an action,

like with Usher's concert where

concussions were used to give the

effect of Usher hitting a ball with a

bat. Concussions loud explosions

that can be used in many way
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15' ICE JETS

These jets create plumes of cyro fog

up to 15 feet high. This stream of heavy

white fog propels either upwards or in

any direction set. They are great to

combine with lighting effects. The jets

can be angled into the crowd to create

a cool zone or in any direction or

location desired.

40' ICE JETS

These jets create plumes of cyro fog up to

40 feet high. This stream of heavy white

fog propels either upwards or in any

direction set. They are great to combine

with lighting effects. The jets can be

angled into the crowd to create a cool

zone or in any direction or location

desired. We have a wide variety 

of

LOW LYING FOG

MACHINE

A thick white low lying the fog that sits

on the ground level. This effect is great

to combine with lighting effects. It can

also be dispersed at different intervals

throughout the event to set the desired

mood.

FOG MACHINE

A thick white low lying the fog that

sits on the ground level. This effect is

great to combine with lighting effects.

It can also be dispersed at different

intervals throughout the event to set

the desired mood.
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LARGE CONFETTI

CANNON

The cannon is capable of propelling

confetti up to 200 feet. Clients can

customize colors, shapes, and materials

used in the confetti. Basic colors and

metallic are available in tissue material

as well as foil. Shapes such as hearts,

rosebuds, and stars can be specially

ordered.

STREAMER CANNON

 The cannon is capable of propelling

streamers up to 100 feet. Clients can

customize colors, shapes, and

materials used in the confetti. Basic

colors and metallic are available in

tissue material as well as foil. The

streamers burst into the air and float

slowly down to the ground.

36" THREE SPEED PORT-A-

COOL

Port-A-Cool units lower the

surrounding air temperature an

average of 20 degrees and actually

generate cooled air. They are the most

advanced, portable an evaporative

cooling system that offers effective,

high-quality cooling at extremely low

operational costs.

48" THREE SPEED PORT-

A-COOL

Port-A-Cool units lower the

surrounding air temperature an

average of 20 degrees and actually

generate cooled air. They are the most

advanced, portable evaporative cooling

g system that offers effective, high-

quality cooling
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SNOW MACHINE

Falling snow effects are designed to

match the requirements of each job

on an individual basis. Material and

the method of its introduction to the

set are dictated by the physical

requirements of the location,

the desired behavior

of the snow, the duration

of the effect, what the snow is to fall

on to, also the

HELIUM BUBBLE

MACHINE

Our unique bubble effects

are created through the use of

machines that literally create

hundreds of bubbles in

seconds. 

SKY DANCERS

These inflated sky puppets can be

used to enhance any occasion. They are

propelled by fans making the puppets

dance as the air is pushed through. They

are available in many different designs

and may also be customized to your

specifications.
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